Virtual Doxx Corporation is a worldwide provider of Best-of-Breed RFID and WiFi item or people tracking systems and Electronic Document Management solutions supporting computers, tablets and phones.
Item and People Tracking Technologies

Portable RFID Scanners can scan with radio waves and bar coding, with an approximate 7 meter range. Bar coding and drop-down lists can be used to scan specific locations and to scan items when being placed into storage or transferred to a destination. RFID can be used to rapidly inventory items in storage and items in circulation, for real-time visibility of the locations of all items. The scanner can also FIND missing items, similar to how a metal detector detects metal objects.

Desktop Detectors connect to computing device USB ports and are named in the database as a person, place or workflow station. The scanner has a range of approximately 1 meter and can scan one or many items at a time. Any RFID-tagged item that passes in proximity of a Desktop Detector automatically updates the location(s) of the item(s) based on the location named in the database for the device. Desktop detectors are cost-effective, easy to install and provide real-time, exact tracking and locations.

Choke Point Detection Zones connect to networks and are named in the database as a person, place or workflow station. Choke Points detect items moving, the person moving the items and the direction of travel, with each event time/date stamped in the database. The locations of items are updated and a chain-of-custody audit trail is updated for tracking throughout the items life. Detection zones can be augmented with alarms, flashing lights, video and SMS messaging for security and access control.

Applications include Documents, Records, Assets, Personnel, Inventory, Parts, Tools, Goods-in-Process, Goods, Weapons, Evidence, Books, Artifacts and about any item or type of person imaginable!
Electronic Document Management

In addition to tracking physical documents, records and archive boxes, Virtual Doxx software solutions provide robust electronic document management and business process automation. Virtual Doxx offers a license-free ‘open software’ platform and also offers a Microsoft SharePoint platform, both available as a hosted solution or installed on an in-house server and network. Virtual Doxx tracking and electronic document solutions provide robust performance at a low investment.

Document and Film scanning and indexing services are also available through Virtual Doxx. For customers implementing electronic document management software, there is often a need to scan legacy records. Many firms that have paper-intensive business processes also outsource document digitization for daily transactions. Staff can query the electronic document management system and share images through complex workflow cycles, improving productivity and efficiency.

Virtual Doxx solutions include powerful electronic form generation and workflow automation by reengineering business processes around electronic data capture to prevent the need for creating physical documents. Once created, forms can be viewed, edited, routed, emailed or printed. The data captured with the electronic form’s generation is saved to the database, as are each iteration of a form. Tracking, electronic document and electronic forms blend for optimized operational efficiencies.

Virtual Doxxy open-software and Microsoft SharePoint solutions are available on in-house servers and networks, with cross-platform support, or can be implemented as a hosted ‘cloud’ solution.
Enterprise-Class Software

Commercial ‘Off the Shelf’ Enterprise-Class Software
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